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Abstrat. In this paper we disuss a generalization of Fueter's theorem whih states thatwhenever f(x0; x) is holomorphi in x0+x, then it satis�es D f = 0, D = �x0 + i�x1+ j�x2+k�x3 being the Fueter operator.Keywords: Dira operators, Cli�ord analysis, Vekua systemsAMS subjet lassi�ation: 30G35, 32A25, 42B201. IntrodutionIn the quaternion setting we onsider the paravetor x0 + x whereby the vetor x =x1i + x2j + x3k may be written in spherial oordinates as x = w r with r = jxj andw2 = �1. This means that for �xed w the variable x0 + w r behaves like the omplexvariable z = x + iy, making the identi�ation x ! x0, y ! r, i ! w. Hene for anyomplex holomorphi funtion f(z) one may onsider the funtion f(x0 + w r) for anyw �xed and hene give a well de�ned meaning to f(x0+ x) as a funtion in 4-spae. In[1℄, it was established that the funtion f = (�2x0 +P �2xj )f(x0; x) is left monogeni,i.e. D f = 0, D = �x0 + i�x1 + j�x2 + k�x3 being the Fueter operator.In [4℄ the generalization of this result to the even-dimensional Cli�ord algebra settingwas obtained. Hereby one replaes the quaternion paravetor by x0 + x whereby x =P ej xj and e1; : : : ; em satisfy the generating relations eiej + ejei = �2Æij . The resultsays that for m odd and D = �x0 + �x, �x = P ej�xj one may for any holomorphifuntion f(z) de�ne the funtion f(x) = f(x0 + x), and it turns out that with =�2x0 � �2x the funtion g(x) = m�12 f(x0+ x) is left monogeni, i.e. (�x0 + �x)g(x) = 0.Later on in [7℄ the result was extended to the ase m even by onsidering a suitablepseudodi�erential operator giving a meaning to m�12 . Reently there is new interestin this simple but very elegant result whih leads to the expliit onstrution of variousspeial funtions. We hereby refer to [2, 6℄.In this paper we are going to onstrut another generalization of Fueter's theorem inwhih we are going to use axially monogeni funtions. It is namely suh that monogenifuntions of the form A(x0; r) + wB(x0; r) (r = jxj; rw = x)F. Sommen: State Univ. of Gent, Dept. Math. Anal., Galglaan 2, B-9000 BelgiumSenior Researh Assoiate, FWO, Belgium; fs�age.rug.a.beISSN 0232-2064 / $ 2.50  Heldermann Verlag Berlin



900 F. Sommensatisfy the Vekua system (see also [3℄)�x0A� �rB = m�1r B�x0B + �rA = 0 ) :Later on in [5℄ we onstruted generalized axial monogenis of the form�A(x0; r) + wB(x0; r)�Pk(w);whereb Pk(w) is spherial monogeni of degree k on Sm�1, i.e.�xPk(x) = �x(rkPk(w)) = 0:The ondition of left monogeniity may then be expressed by the Vekua system�x0A� �rB = k+m�1r B�x0B + �rA = krA ) :In this paper we establish the followingTheorem 1. Let m be odd and f(x0+x) be a holomorphi funtion of the paravetorx0 + x. Then the funtion k+m�12 �f(x0 + x)Pk(x)�is left monogeni, whereby Pk(x) is spherial monogeni of degree k.2. Proof of the theoremFirst we write the holomorphi funtion f(z) in the form f(z) = a(x; y) + i b(x; y)whereby a; b are real-valued. Then it is lear thatf(x0 + x) = a(x0; r) + w b(x0; r):Next, it is easy to see that k+m�12 �f(x0 + x)Pk(x)�has the form �A(x0; r) + wB(x0; r)�Pk(w):Although the omputations are far from trivial one may verify that A and B satisfy theVekua system for axial monogenis of degree k, from whih the theorem follows.We also expet the result to hold in the ase m even.



On a Generalization of Fueter's Theorem 9013. A more onstrutive proofThe proof in the previous setion may be applied on examples, but in general it is kindof short. But a more diret argument will larify things.First, for any salar funtion h(x0; r),�x�h(x0; r)Pk(x)� = w �rhPk(x);Moreover, loally every holomorphi funtion f(x+iy) may be written as (�x�i�y)h(x; y)for some salar harmoni funtion h(x; y), whene one also has that in this region(�x0 � �x)�h(x0; r)Pk(x)� = f(x0 + x)Pk(x):The theorem will hene be true if one an prove that�(�x0 + �x)(�x0 � �x)�k+m+12 �h(x0; r)Pk(x)	 = 0:To that end, let us write s�h(x0; r)Pk(x)	 = hs(x0; r)Pk(x):That this is indeed possible follows by indution from the fat that, for any salarfuntion g(x0; r), �x�g(x0; r)Pk(x)� = w �rgPk(x)and �x�w g(x0; r)Pk(x)� = �x�g(x0; r)r2k+m�1n xjxjmPk� xr2�o�= ���rg + 2k+m�1r g�Pk(x)from whih it follows that�g(x0; r)Pk(x)	 = (�x0 � �x)(�x0 + �x)�g(x0; r)Pk(x)	= (�x0 � �x)��x0gPk(x) + w�rgPk(x)	= �2x0gPk(x)� �x��rgwPk(x)	= ��2x0g + �2rg + 2k+m�1r �rg	Pk(x):Hene the Laplae operator in m+1 dimensions ating on g(x0; r)Pk(x) is formally thesame as the Laplae operator in 2k + m + 1 dimensions ating on the axial funtiong(x0; r) and this multiplied with Pk(x). This rest is similar to the proof of [4℄ (omparealso with the lemma in [2℄); it follows that h(k+(m+1)=2) = 0. Indeed, assuming thath(x0; r) is harmoni we obtainh1(x0; r)Pk(x) = �h(x0; r)Pk(x)�= (2k +m� 1)�1r�r�fh(x0; r)gPk(x)h2(x0; r)Pk(x) = �h1(x0; r)Pk(x)�= (2k +m� 1)(2k +m� 3)�1r�r�2fh(x0; r)gPk(x)and so on. After k + m+12 iterations one obtains a fator in front of the form(2k +m� 1)(2k +m� 3) � � � �2k +m+ 1� 2�k + m+12 �� = 0:
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